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Of the nonassociative algebras, the best known are the Lie, (commutative) 
Jordan, alternative and quasiassociative algebras. The class of noncommuta- 
tive Jordan algebras is a class of strictly power-associative algebras which 
contains each of the above algebras. 
In this paper we shall study strictly power-associative finite-dimensional 
algebras PI which satisfy the identity 
(w, 9, 2) -1 x . (w, x, z) (1) 
for all w, X, z in 91 where (x, y, z) denotes the associutor 
(x, y, 2) ~- (xy) z - x(y2) 
and x y denotes the product x ‘3~ = my + y.2’. In Section 1 we show that a 
noncommutative Jordan algebra of characteristic # 2 must satisfy (1). Since 
power-associative algebras satisfying (1) need not be flexible [5] it follows 
that the class of power-associative algebras satisfying (1) is strictly larger 
than the class of noncommutative Jordan algebras. In Section 2 we obtain a 
structure theory for the class of finite-dimensional strictly power-associative 
not nil algebras which satisfy (1). In Section 3 we show that these algebras, 
under the additional hypothesis that they be central simple and of degree at 
least three are Jordan or quasiassociative algebras. The methods used are those 
which Anderson [4] used in his study of strictly power-associative algebras BI 
which satisfied the stronger identity 
(w, xy, z) - x(w,y, 2) - (w, s, x)-y = 0 
for all x, y, z, w in VI. 
* This research is a part of the author’s Ph.D. thesis &hi& was supported by 
National Science Foundation Grant GY-3906. The author wishes to thank Professor 
L. A. Kokoris for suggesting the research problem. 
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1. GENERALIZED NONCOMMUTATIVE JORDAN ALGEBRAS 
Throughout this paper we shall assume that the algebra CLI has character- 
istic # 2. Using the notation of [4] we write 
D(w, % YI 4 = (w, XY, 4 - x(w, y, z) - (w, x, 4 y. (4 
The identity (1) can now be written as D(w, x, X, Z) = 0. 
THEOREM 1. If 2l is a noncommutative Jordan algebra, then 
D(w, x, x, x) = 0 for all w, x, z in 2l. 
Proof. We define the product in ‘$l+ by x . y = xy + yx. Let [x, y, Z] 
denote the associator in 2l+. Since 5X+ is known to be a Jordan algebra [lo] 
and D(w, X, y, x) = 0 is an identity in any Jordan algebra [4] we have 
O=[w,x.y,z]-x.[w,y,z]-[w,x,z]*y. (3) 
The flexible law (x, y, X) = 0 is equivalent to the linearized identity 
(x, y, Z) = - (z, y, x). We set x = y in (3), divide by two, use the linearized 
flexible law, and collect like terms to obtain 
0 = 2(w, x2, z) - 2x(w, x, x) - 2(w, x, x) x 
+ (x”w) z - X[(XW) z] + z(wx2) - [z(wx)] x 
- w(zx”) + [w(zx)] x - (x%) w + x[(xz) w] 
- +@x)l + [(=g WI x - [(xw) xl x + x[w(zx)]* 
(4) 
In (4) we introduce associators to obtain 
0 = 2D(w, x, x, z) + (x2, w, z) + (x, x, wz) - x(x, w, z) - (z, w, x2) 
- (xw, x, x) + (a, WY 4 x + (WY z, x2) + (W& x, x) - (w, z, x) x 
- (x2, z, w) - (x, x, xw) + x(x, z, w) + x(z, w, x) + (x, zw, x) 
(5) 
+ (x, z, w) x - (x, w, z) x - (x, wz, x) - x(w, x, x). 
After using both the flexible law and its linearized form in (5) we collect like 
terms to get 
0 = 2D(w, x, x, z) + 2(x2, w, z) - 2x(x, w, z) 
- 2(x, w, z) x - 2(x2, x, w) + 2(x, z, w) x + 2x(x, z, w). 
For characteristic not two, (6) can be written as 
D(w, x, x, x) = (x2, x, w) - x . (x, z, w) - (x2, w, z) + x . (x, w, z). 
(6) 
(7) 
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\Vc now show that the right hand side of (7) is zero. In the Jordan identity 
(x2, y, .X) 0 we replace s by x +- /k to obtain (.x x, y, X) +- (x2, y, z) 0 
for all x, y, x in \!I. Using this and the linearized flexible law we have 
(x’, ZC’, 2) == (x, W, .X z). Therefore 
(9, w, 2) -- .x (x, w, z) = (x, w, .2: 2) ~ x (~A?, w, ,z) 
= (x, w, xz) ~ (xw, 2, x) ~ x[w(zx)] + [x(w,z)] x 
~ .x(x, w, z). 
By the flexible law, [x(zw)] x = X[(WZZ) x]. So 
(x2, w, 2) - .Y . (x, w, 2) -7 (x, w, x.2) - (xw, 2, x) + x(w, 2, x) -- x(x, w, 2). 
(8) 
Since (8) is an identity for all X, w, z in ‘21 we can interchange w and z to obtain 
(x2, z, w) - I (x, z, w) == (x, z, xw) - (xx, w, x) + x(x, w, x) - x(x, x, w). 
(9) 
Subtracting (8) from (9) we see that 
(x2, 2, w) - x (x, z, w) - (X2, w, z) + x (x, w, 2) = 0. 
From (7) it now follows that D(w, x, X, z) = 0. This completes the proof. 
Anderson [5] has constructed power-associative algebras in which 
D(w, X, X, z) = 0 is an identity but which are not flexible. Hence the class 
of power-associative algebras satisfying D(w, x, X, z) = 0 is strictly larger 
than the class of noncommutative Jordan algebras. We shall show in Section 2 
that a not nil algebra in which D(w, X, X, .z) = 0 is an identity is stable. In [3] 
Albert gives an example of a commutative power-associative algebra which is 
not stable. Thus there are flexible (in fact commutative) power-associative 
algebras in which D(w, X, X, z) = 0 is not an identity. 
2. SEMISIMPLE ALGEBRAS 
Throughout Sections 2 and 3 we shall assume that (11 is a strictly power- 
associative algebra (characteristic f 2) in which (1) is an identity. As was 
noted previously, this identity will often be written as D(w, x, x, 2) = 0 where 
D(w, X, y, 2) is defined by (2). 
In [4] Anderson proved that a semisimple strictly power-associative finite 
dimensional algebra (ZI in which D(w, X, y, z) = 0 is an identity has an identity 
clement and that 8I can be represented uniquely as a direct sum of simple 
algebras. In Section 2 we show that the same result can be obtained for alge- 
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bras which satisfy the weaker identity D(w, X, X, z) = 0. The fact that 
D(w, X, X, z) = 0 is actually a weaker identity than D(w, X, y, z) = 0 follows 
from Theorem 1 and Anderson’s proof [4] that D(w, X, y, z) = 0 is not an 
identity in Cayley-Dickson algebras. 
Replacing x by x + y in (1) we obtain the linear identity 
~(w,~,Y,~)=(w,x.y,z)--x.(w,y,x)-(w,x,z).y 
(1’) 
= 0. 
In (1’) if we replace y by x we get 2D(w, X, X, z) = 0 and so (1) and (1’) are 
equivalent. In [4] Anderson derives some of his results using (1’) in place 
of the stronger identity D(w, x, y, z) = 0. When this occurs we use and (or) 
state Anderson’s results without proof. We begin by summarizing Theorem 2 
of [2], Theorem 3 of [7] and Lemmas 2-7 of [4] as the following lemma. 
LEMMA I (Albert, Kokoris and Anderson). Let e be an idempotent of91. 
Then ‘$I has the vector space direct sum decomposition 
2l = ‘uo + al,, + ‘% 
relative to e, where 
21j = (x E 21/x . e = 2jx). 
Further, if xj , yj are in ‘ui j = 0, 4, 1 then the following relations hold: 
(i) 2l,, and 2& are orthogonal subalgebras of ‘3; 
(ii) exl,g and xI12e are in 2&; 
(iii) x1f2 ‘yl12 is in a0 + 24; 
(3 x1yl~2 and yl12xl are in (II, + ‘uI,2; 
(9 XOYlI2 and yI12xo are in 21u, + 21u,,,; 
(4 W, e, W C Ki2; 
(vii) (e, x112 yx) E 9b2; 
(viii) (e, x1j2 , yo) E %i2; 
(ix) (e, X, e) = 0; 
(4 ex, = qe = x1 . 
LEMMA 2. The algebra 9l is stable. That is, 
(9 XlYlIZ and ylizxl are in ‘u,,, and 
(ii) xo~1~2 and yl ,2xo are in 211, ,2 . 
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Proof. By (x) of Lemma 1, we have 
%Y1,‘2 (e,3)ylj2 = e(q~~:~) t (e, x1 , yli2). 
Using (iv) of Lemma I we can write ~ryr,~ -: a, + ali and then 
e(x,y,~,) ~~ ear ‘z E YI,,, because of (i) and (ii) of Lemma 1. So 
(“IYI /Jo = k Xl ) Yl ‘“)I,, . 
Applying ( 1’) we see that 
2h x1 7 yli2) = (e, x1 f4 Y~I~) 
= x1 . (e, 6 yl12) + (e, x1 , yli2) . e. 
Now (e, x1 , yr,a) is in ‘LL, + !I&,, because of (x), (iv), (ii) and (i) of Lemma I. 
Then (e, xl , yl12) . e E ?I,,, by (i) and (ii) of Lemma 1 and we have 
me, Xl 7 Y1,Q)lo = k1 . (e, e, YllJlO . (11) 
From (10) and (11) we see that 
2(~lYl,2h = [Xl . (e, et Yl/2)10 . 
We compute [xl . (e, e, yl~2)la. 
(12) 
XI . (e, e, Yld = 33512 - (3 , e, ~51~) - 4~112) + (XI , ej w2) + 4yli2xl) 
+ (6 yli2 , 3) - 4kw2) x11 - (e, ml2 9 do 
Of these eight terms, terms 2 and 4 are in au,,, by (vi) of Lemma 1, terms 5 
and 7 are in !Xl,, by (i), (ii) and (iv) of Lemma I, and terms 6 and 8 are in 
41,,, by (ii) and (vii) of Lemma 1. Therefore 
[x1 * (e, e, ~~~~~~~ 1 (xl~112h - [~l(eyl~2No . 
From (I 2) and (13) we obtain 
(13) 
(xl~lhh = - [xl(eYl~2)lo . (14) 
Now xl(eYm) = ~1~112 - (~1 t e, YILJ and (~1 T e, YIB) E ‘%z by (4 of 
Lemma 1. So 
[~l(~Ylh)lo = (xl~ldo . (15) 
From (14) and (15) we see that (xly112)0 = 0. Using (iv) of Lemma 1 we 
conclude that xlyl ,2 E 911j, . Since the identity D(w, x, x, z) = 0 holds in the 
antiisomorphic copy 91’ of ‘21, we have (xlyl12)a = 0 in $a’. Therefore 
(Yli2x& = 0 in B[ and yl,axl E %,,a . We have proved (i) of Lemma 2. 
Reversing the subscripts in the proof of part (i) we obtain (ii) of Lemma 2. 
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A nonzero power-associative algebra ‘$I is called semisimple if 0 is the only 
nil ideal of ‘$I. 
A power-associative algebra 9l is called simple if ‘91 has no proper ideals 
and ‘8 is not a nil algebra. 
Theorems 2-4 of [4] are stated for strictly power-associative algebras in 
which D(w, X, y, 2) = 0 is an identity. We have proved Theorem 2 of [4] 
for algebras satisfying the identity D(w, x, x, Z) = 0. Using this result and 
the proof given in [4] we can state the following theorem which corresponds 
to Theorems 3 and 4 of [4]. 
THEOREM 2. If 91 is a semisimple strictly power-associative finite dimensional 
algebra over a field F of characteristic not two and if D(w, x, x, x) = 0 is an 
identity in 6% then 
(i) ‘9l has an identity element, and 
(ii) ‘9I can be represented as a direct sum of simple algebras. 
Furthermore, the representation is unique. 
3. CLASSIFICATION OF SIMPLE ALGEBRAS OF DEGREE AT LEAST THREE 
Let e be an idempotent of 2I so that ‘?I = ‘Q& + 211iz + a, relative to e. 
Let w1 be an arbitrary but fixed element of Zr . Define S(w,) : %I,, -+ ‘%,,s 
by ar,.$(w,) = a1,2 * wr . Albert [3] and Kokoris [7] have shown that S(w,) 
is a linear transformation on the vector space 2&,, and that these mappings 
have the further property 
S(% .UI) = Sh> SW + so4 se4 = Sh) . w4. 
Because of this property the mapping 
a : 2I,+ + -Ep(TI~,,)+, 
where 01 is defined by wrol = S(w,), is a homomorphism of 2l,+ into the 
special Jordan algebra Y(!&,)+ of linear transformations of ‘?&,a . The kernel 
T of this mapping is an ideal of (u,+ and 
T = {w E ‘%,/a,,, . w = 0 for each a1,2 in ‘&,a}. 
By the fundamental theorem on homomorphisms we have 2&+/T is isomor- 
phic to (2X1+) ~1 C 9(‘&)+. Therefore ‘Q&+/T is a special Jordan algebra. 
Using Lemmas 1 and 2 and the proof given in [4] it follows that T is actually 
an ideal of ‘8 and if ‘8 is simple and e # 1 then T = 0. We state this result 
as the following theorem. 
4W7.3/3-7 
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THEOREM 3. Ife # 1 is an idempotent of a simple strictly power-associative 
algebra BI in which D(w, x, x, .z) = 0 is an identity, then W,+ is a Jordan algebra. 
Our main goal is to show that (Theorem 6) a central simple algebra of 
degree at least three which satisfies the identity D(w, x’, x, Z) 0 is either a 
commutative Jordan algebra or a quasiassociative algebra. Whenever possible 
we use the methods and results of Anderson [4] who proved this result foi 
algebras satisfying the identity D(zc, x, y, Z) : 0. 
An algebra 91 is called Jordan-admissible in cast the attached algebra \I1 * 
is a Jordan algebra. Beginning on page 22 of [4], Anderson has listed several 
identities satisfied by Jordan-admissible algebras in which D(w, s, y, Z) = 0 
is an identity. Identities (44) (45), (47), (49) and (50) of [4, pp. 23, 241 do not 
appear to be valid under our assumption that I)(w, x, T, Z) = 0 is an identity-. 
However, we are able to develop other means for obtaining the main results of 
[4] for algebras satisfying D(u), s, x, 2) 0. In the development we use the 
notations of [4]. 
Identities (16) and ( 17) arc linearizations of 3rd power associati+. (18) 
follows from (17) and expansion. 
B(x; y) =-- (x, N, y) -;- (x, y, x) ;- (y, s, x) =- 0. (16) 
q&x!, y, z) := (y, z, 4 t- (Y, s, z) i- (x, %Y) 
+ (% 2, Y) + (z, y, ay) t (%Y, x) (17) 
L 0. 
(.y .Y) z - ix- . (Y . z) =; 2((.% y, 2) + (x, “,Y) + (Y, .y, 4) i [y, [‘Y, 211, 
(18) 
where [x, y] xy ~~ ys. 
Equations (19) and (20) below follow from 3rd power associativity and 
Jordan admissibility. (21) f 11 o ows from 4th power associativity. (22) is 
obtained 1,~ linearizing (19) and making appropriate substitutions [4, pp. 22- 
241. 
(x, y, 9) -!- (x, x2, y) -7 (y, s, 2) = 0. 
(2, x, y) + (9, y, x) -I- (y, x2, x) ~~ 0. 
(x, x, xy) + (x, x, yx) + (x, y, 9) + (y, x, 2) = 0. 
(+I~ , e, WI) + 2(e, e, w1 xl12) + (3l2 , w1 , e) + (e, 21,,2 , 4 -~= 0
for all zr ,Z E ?)I,,, , wr E 91, . 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
We shall also use the Teichmtiller identity 
F(w, x, y, z) = (wx, y, z) - (w, xy, z) + (w, Lx’, yx) - w(x, y, x) - (w, x, y) z 
=o (23) 
which holds in any algebra [4, p. 231. 
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The following theorem was proved by Anderson [4, Theorem 71 for 
algebras satisfying the identity D(w, x, y, z) = 0 and since much of the proof 
is the same we shall prove only the parts for which Anderson’s proof does 
not hold. 
THEOREM 4. Let CLI be a simple strictly power-associative finite-dimensional 
algebra over an algebraically closedfieldF. Further suppose that D(w, x, x, z) = 0 
is an identity in ‘$I and that (11 is Jordan-admissible. Let e # 1 be a primitive 
idempotent of PI so that aI = eF + N where N consists of the nilpotent elements 
of %, . Then N is an ideal of 211, .
‘$I must contain the identity 1 according to Theorem 2. By Theorem 3, 
21u,+ is a Jordan algebra and, as is pointed out in [4], we can use a result of 
Jacobson [6] to write 81, = eF + N where N is an ideal of 2I,+ consisting 
of all the nilpotent elements of 91, . 
Proof of Theorem 4. Since $8 is Jordan-admissible the algebra QI+ is a 
Jordan algebra and in this case Albert [l] has shown that 
rad 5X,+ = rad 2I+ n $a,+ 
where rad 9I denotes the maximal nil ideal in 2I. We now state Lemmas 16 
and 17 of [4] as 
LEMMA 3. If 6% is a Jordan-admissible algebra and if x1 E rad BI,+, then 
(9 0% ) Xl 3 PI,,,) and ('LI,,, , x1 , ‘$I,) are contained in rad %+. 
(ii) (xlz& e and e(zr,axr) are in rad ‘9l+ for all .q2 in ‘&,, . 
Lemmas 18 and 20 of [4] are true under our hypothesis but new proofs 
are required. We can obtain Lemma 18 of [4] quite directly and state it as the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 4. If 21 is Jordan-admissible and if x1 , yr are in rad au,+ then 
(Yl > 2112 ) x1) is in rad ‘?I+ for all zIj2 in 9X1,, . 
Proof. As in [4, p. 261 we have 
(3 , 31~ t 34 + (e, x1 . x1/2 9 Yl) + 2(Yl 9 %/2 7 x1) 
+ (y19 et x1 . ,~i,~) is in rad 2I+. 
(24) 
Using our basic identity (1’) and (x) and (i) of Lemma 1, we see that 
( e, x1 . 3h , rd = x1 . (6 z1i2 T n) + (6 xl 7 yl) . ~~4 
= x1 . (e, c2 T Yd 
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Since x1 E rad VI+ and rad %+ is an ideal of ‘?I~+ we have 
( e, x1 . q/z , yr) E rad !!I+~. (25) 
Similarly 
(Yl, Xl . 3/z > 4=xl~(yl,~lI,,e) and (Y 1 I Xl aliz , e) E rad VI’. 
t-26) 
5’ c ince x1 x1/a E Yl, ,z we can write 
(Y 1 , e, x1 3~) = 34~ xd - Ylk(xl . ~1~2)1 
= YIKxl f ZUJ 4 
= [35(x1 . +Jl e - (ylI x1 . zli2, 4. 
By (ii) of Lemma 3 we have [yl(xl . ,~~,a)] e E rad YI+. Now using (26) we may 
see that 
( y1 , e, x1 zl12) E I-ad VI+-. 
We conclude from (24), (25) and (27) that 
(~1,~l,e,y~)+2(yl,zl!~,xl)~radYI’. 
From (17) we obtain 
(27) 
(28) 
Applying (i) of Lemma 3 to this result we have 
(yl , ,+2 ,x1) + (xl , G , yl) E rad W. 
Combining this with (28) we conclude that (yr , zr,a , x1) E rad ?I’. This 
proves Lemma 4. 
LEMMA 5. If !l[ is jordan-admissible and if x1 , yr E rad !II,+-, then 
(i) e[y,(x, . al,,,)] E rad X+ and 
(4 Y&l . ,Q?) E rad YI+ for all zli2 E VII,, . 
Proof. Since ‘21 is Jordan-admissible we have identities (19))(22). 
Subtract (21) from (19) to obtain 
0 = - (5, x, "Y) - (x, x, YX) + (x, x2, Y) 
= - (x, x, XY) - (XT x, Y-4 + (x, x2> Y) + F(x, X? x, v) 
- qx, y, h”, x) + qx; YX) - F(Y, x, x, x) 
- [B(x; y)] x - qx, x, x, y). 
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Cancelling like terms and noting that (x, X, X) = 0, we obtain 
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We use (19) and (20) to write (29) as 
- (x2, y, 4 + (2, y, x2) - (x, xy, 4 + x(x, y, 4 = 0. 
Linearizing (30) we obtain 
Next we use (ix) if Lemma 1 and (16) to write 
0 = B(e; w1 . q/2) 
= ( e, e, w1 * z1j2) + (wl . zlj2 , e, e). 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
(32) 
In (31) let w = wl, x=y=eandz=z,,,. Collecting like terms, using 
(32) and noting that (wl , e, e) = (e, e, wr) = 0 we have 
2( e, e, w1 * 7~1~) - 2@, , e, .Q~) - (ml , x1/2e, 4 
- h/2 > *1 f 4 - (et wl , 3i2) - (e, 3/2e, 4 
+ w1h2 , e, 4 + wde, e, +12) + 4wl I e, +2) 
+ eh2 , e, 4 = 0. 
(33) 
Now subtract (33) from (22) and from this result subtract T(z,,, , e, wl) = 0. 
Noting that 0 = - wJB(e; qr2)] = - w,(e, e, x1,2) - w~(.z~,~, e, e), we 
obtain 
k/2 9 Wl 3 4 + (WI y es 312) + (WI , 3/2ej 4 + (e, x1/2ep 4 
49 , e, +2) - eh2 , e, wd - (wl , 551~ , 4 = 0. 
(34) - 
Since z1,2e - zli2 = - ez1,2 we can write (34) as 
h/2 9 Wl 9 4 + (wl , e, x1,2) + (6 31~ ,wl> - (wl , =,I2 ,e> 
- (e, ez1i2 , 4 - 4w1 , 5 3,2) - eh2 , e, 4 = 0. 
(35) 
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Kow consider the last four associators in (35). Expanding into 8 terms and 
using the fact that ?I is stable vve can write the second term as 
w~[(~z~,~) e] =- w~(Px?~ ,J - wl[e(ezl J2)] 
the sixth term can be written as 
because 
44edl = de~Ii2) ~ h(e&l e 
and the seventh term can be written as 
~ e[(z1,2e) wJ = - e(z,,,,w,) -1 e[(e,q,J WJ since 
The last four associators in (35) can now be written as 
- 2[w,(ez,,,)] e i 2q(ez, 12) - [e(ez,:,)] q - wl[e(ex,,,)] 
+ 24(ez 1:2) +I - 4W1’2). 
(36) 
Observing that zcI(ez1.2) E !Il,,, we replace the first two terms of (36) by 
Wde&l d an use this result to write (35) in the form 
(37) 
Since $11 is stable x1 zrjz is in \)l,,, and zIj2 can be replaced bv .x, z~r,~ in (37) 
to obtain 
(X1 . 3;2 , y1 , e) + (rl , e, ‘5 . +J -7 (e, x1 zli2 , Y,) 
+ 2433 . [4y, . 3/2 )I) - 35 (44x1 3dl) - 4.x(x1 . cdl = 0. 
(38) 
From (38), (25), (27), (i) of Lemma 3 and the fact that yr E rad !!I 1 which is an 
ideal of ?I- it follows that 
2eh kbi . ~r,~)]) - e[y,(x, . zrJ] E rad W. 
Since .q al/* Ear,:, , WC can write 
4rl[4xl . +Jl) ~ 434x1 .3dl = - 4ylk z1 ,d el). 
Then from (39) we have 
(39) 
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By (ii) of Lemma 3 we see that 2e([e(x, . xr,s)] yr) E rad 2I+. 
eb5Kxl .x1,2) 4) = [Y&I .3dl e - h T XI . x112 T 4 - M(~I .21/2) 4 e 
which is in rad 41+ by (ii) of Lemma 3 and (26). Combining these results with 
(40) we have 
- e(y, , e, x1 . 312) + e[y,(x, . Q~>] E rad %+. (41) 
It follows from (ii) of Lemma 3 and (27) that 
- e(yl , e, XI . .c2) = - (yl, e, x1 .zlj2) + (A, e, x1 . xlj2) e E rad 91’. 
Hence e[y,(x, . ,+a)] E rad ‘$I+ which proves (i). From this result and (ii) of 
Lemma 3 it follows that yr(xr . xrj2) E rad %I+. This completes the proof of 
Lemma 5. 
The next result is Lemma 20 of [4]. 
LEMMA 6. If’% is Jordan-admissible and ;f x1 , y1 E rad (11’ then (xIyl) zl12 
and ~~,~(x~yr) are in rad 9X+ for all ,z1,2 in Iu,,, . 
Proof. In (18) we let x = x1 , y = yr and z = zrj2 to obtain 
(Xl .Yl) . x1/2 - Xl' (Yl .%,2) 
= 2((% 3 Yl 7 %2) + ( Xl 9 312 9 Yl) + (Yl ) Xl > %/2N + [Yl Y bl ) %/211* 
Since rad ‘$I+ is an ideal of %+ the left side of this equation is in rad ‘9X+. Then 
from (i) of Lemma 3 and Lemma 4 it follows that [yl , [x1 , xli2]] E rad ‘$I+. 
Also y1 . (xlzllz) and yr . (~r,~xr) are in rad 9If. Combining these results and 
dividing by two we obtain 
Y~(w+~) + (s~~xr) y1 E rad %+. (42) 
Subtracting (ii) of Lemma 5 from (42) we get 
h2xl) y1 - ~1h~xJ E rad WI+. (43) 
Also (z~,~xJ . y1 is in the ideal rad ‘$I+. Adding this to (43) and dividing by 
two we get 
h2~d y1 E rad a+. (44) 
According to (i) of Lemma 3, (.~r,~ , x1 , yr) E rad PI+. It now follows from (44) 
that z~,~(x,~,) E rad ‘%I+. 
To obtain the other conclusion we begin by subtracting (44) from (42) to 
get y1(x1zr12) E rad 2X+. Since Lemma 3 gives (yl , x1 , zrj2) E rad 9If we have 
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(YlXl) %I2 E rad 2[+. But this conclusion holds for all yr , X~ E rad a+ and 
%2 E %2 f Therefore (.~ryr) x1/2 E rad 21+ and the proof of Lemma 6 is 
complete. 
The proof of Theorem 4 now follows exactly as in [4, Theorem 71. 
As in [4] we now show that Theorem 4 can be used to show the existence 
of a trace function on 21. Let er , e2 ,..., e, be pairwise primitive orthogonal 
idempotents such that 1 == e, + e, + ... + e, , where the degree t of 21 is 
greater than one. The following decomposition of 21 is due to Albert [3] and is 
used in [4]. 
Every x in 2I has a unique representation 
where 
and 
‘I? = g xii i- c x,j , 
i-:j 
xii E 21ii = 2I,(eJ 
Xij E ‘Llij = 211i2(ei) n ‘Lt,!,(e,) for i # j. 
We have the following relations among the subspaces 21,: 
By Theorem 4, xii = kiei + xi* where Ri EF and xi* is in the ideal Ni of all 
nilpotent elements of 21ii . Therefore every x in ‘u has a unique representation 
x = gl kiei + $” xi* + c xij . 
i/j 
Define a linear functions 6 : 2I ---f F by 6(x) = xi=, k, . We show that 6 is 
commutative and associative in the sense that S([x, y]) = 0 and 6((x, y, 2)) = 0 
for all X, y, z in 2l. As in [4] it follows that 
s(xY ~ Yx> = 1 s(xijYfj - Yijxij) 
i<j 
where x is as above and 
y = i hei + i yi* + C Yii . 
i=l i=l i<j 
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So S([X, Y]) = 0 provided that 
w%Yi,) = YY,& for all i < j. 
We state Lemma 22 of [4] as the following lemma. 
LEMMA 7. 6((2l1,2lij J 91)) = 0 for i #je 
The next lemma which is Lemma 23 of [4] requires a modified proof. 
LEMMA 8. Ww2) bm)) = Wyijei) (wd for i #.i 
Proof. In order to simplify the notation write ei = e, xii = x, andYij = Y. 
Since (e, w, e) = 0 we have 
[e(re)l x = PY) el x = (KY, e? x) + (ey) (ex). 
But S(~Y, e, X) = 0 since (9, e, X) E 21,,,(ei) = zkfl ‘$&,, . So 
*([e(Ye)l x) = S((eY) (ex)). 
Also 
@[Y(ex)l) - S((ey) (ex)) = - s((e, Y, ex)) = 0 
(46) 
by Lemma 7. So 
*(e[Y(ex)l) = QY) (e+ (47) 
From (46) and (47) we have 
%?[r(ex)l) - %Ee(ye)l z) = 0. (48) 
By (45) yx = aii + U,~ + aij . So 
e[(yx) e] = aii + e(aije) = aii + bij 
Similarly 
and WW el) = @iJ. 
and W(w) el) = a(e(Yx)) = 0. (4% 
Adding (48) and (49) we obtain 
- 8@(Ye)l x) + %e[Y(ex)l) + QC(Yx) el) - Q(Yx)) = 0. (50) 
Since xe and ex are in ‘Qluaj by (45) we can apply Lemma 7 to see that 
S((y, xe, e)) = &((y, ex, 4) = 0. 
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This result and (1’) imply that 
0 --= S((V, .x c, e)) = S(x (y, e, e)) + S((y, x, e) . e). 
Expanding w-e get 
0 =:- S(x[(ye) e]) - S(x(ye)) 4 S([(ye) e] x) - S((ye) x) 
+ S([(yx) e] P) - S([y(xe)] e) f S(e[(yx) e]) - S(e[y(.xe)]). 
(51) 
Now (ye) e = ye ~~- e(ye) because ye ~Yt&e~). Making this substitution it 
follows from (5 I) that 
0 ~= - S(.r[e(ye)]) -- S([e(ye)] 2) -- S([(yx) e] e) 
~- S([y(xe)l e) i- S(e[(yx) el) - s(e[y(xe)l). 
(52) 
Writing yx : a,, + aIj + aIj we see that 
S((yx) e) -:= ~?(a,;) = S([(yx) e] e). 
After substituting S((yx) e) for- S([(ys) e] e) in (52) and also using the sub- 
stituting xe :: x --- e.x we obtain 
- WY4y41) i- ~(M41 4 ~ WC4 4 
+ S(e[(yx) e]) - S(e(yx)) ;- S(e[y(ex)]) := 0. 
(53) 
Subtract (50) from (53) to obtain 
~ S(x[e(ye)]) --I- S([y(ex)] e) 7 0. (54) 
Since x[e(ye)] =- (xe) (ye) --- (x, e, ye) and (x, e, ye) E ?)I, ,t(e) implies that 
S((x, e, ye)) 0 we have 
~(44341) =W4 (34). (55) 
Applying Lemma 7 we see that S((y, ex, e)) ~~- 0 which implies that 
S([y(ex)] e) =~ S(y[(ex) e]). Now (e, x, e) = 0 by (ix) of Lemma I. Therefore 
WdW 4 = QW41) = Yb4 (4) - WY, e, =9) = S(b4 (4). 
The last equation holds since (y, e, xe) E +X,;,(e). We now have 
S([sv(ex)] e) = S((ye) (,x-e)). (56) 
Combining (54) (55) and (56) we have S((xe) (ye)) = S((ye) (xe)), which is 
the desired conclusion. 
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Using Lemma 8 it follows as in [4] that S(xijyij) = S(yijxij) for i # j. As 
mentioned earlier, this implies that 6 is a commutative function on 2X. The 
fact that 6 is associative follows as in [4] and we can now prove 
THEOREM 5. Let 2l be a central simple Jordan-admissible strictly power- 
associative jkite dimensional algebra of degree at least two over a field F of 
characteristic not two in which D(w, x, x, z) = 0 is an identity. Then 2l is 
jlexible. 
Proof. Since 21 is central simple we can extend F to its algebraic closure K 
and 21K will remain simple. 6 : 21K --f K as previously defined is a commuta- 
tive, associative linear trace function on 21UK. 6 # 0 since S(e,) = 1 for a pri- 
mitive idempotent e, . Using our basic identity (I ‘) and the fact that S is 
associative, we have 
0 = S((x, y . x, x)) = qy . (x, z, x)) + qx, y, x) .z) 
or S((X, y, X) z) = - S(y . (x, z, x)). Since 6 is commutative, for character- 
istic not two this can be written as 
S((x, Y, x) 4 = - S((x, z, x) y). 
Exactly as in [4] we can now use (23) to obtain 
q.+, y, 4) = wx, y, x) 2) = 0 for all x, y, z in NK . (57) 
Then define B = {a E 21K/S(a(UK) = 01. B is an ideal of ‘LIK and B # 2IK 
since S(e,e,) = S(e,) = 1. Since ‘?IK is simple we must have B = 0. From (57) 
it follows that ‘21K is flexible and hence 2I is flexible. 
The main theorem now follows as in Anderson [4, Theorem lo]. 
THEOREM 6. If 2I is a central simple strictly power-associative finite dimen- 
sional algebra of degree at least three over a field F of characteristic not two in 
which (w, x2, z) = x ’ (w, x, z) for all x, w, z in 21, then ‘II+ is a simple Jordan 
algebra. 
Furthermore, ‘2l is a noncommutative Jordan algebra which is either a (commu- 
tative) Jordan algebra or a quasiassociative algebra. 
As a consequence of Theorems 1 and 6 we can state the following corollary 
which Oehmke [9] proved for characteristic # 2, 3 and McCrimmon [8] 
proved for characteristic # 2. 
COROLLARY. If 2I is a central simple jinite dimensional noncommutative 
Jordan algebra over afield F of characteristic not two then 2I is 
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(9 an algebra of degree one or two, or 
(ii) 41 is a Jordan algebra, or 
(iii) VI is quasi-associative. 
We close this section by noting that Anderson [5] has described the algebras 
of degree one which satisfy the identity D(w, X, X, z) = 0. In general, these 
algebras are not flexible. The algebras of degree two which satisfy the identity 
Dfw, x, x, z) 0 have not been determined. 
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